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Abstract

A method of testing structure-related NMR data prior to structure calculations is presented. The test is applicable to second rank

tensor interactions (dipolar coupling, anisotropic chemical shielding, and quadrupolar interaction) observed in partially aligned

samples of biomacromolecules. The method utilizes the fact that only limited number of frequencies corresponding to the mentioned

interactions can be measured independently in a rigid fragment of the macromolecule. Additional values can be predicted as linear

combinations of the set of independent frequencies. Internal consistency of sufficiently large sets of frequencies measured in indi-

vidual molecular fragments is tested by comparing the experimental data with their predicted values. The method requires only

knowledge of local geometry (i.e., definition of the interaction tensors in the local coordinate frames of the fragments). No in-

formation about the alignment or shape of the molecule is required. The test is best suited for planar fragments. Application to

peptide bonds and nucleic acid bases is demonstrated.

� 2003 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Second rank tensor interactions measured in partially

aligned samples greatly improved structure determina-

tion of large biologically relevant molecules, such as

proteins and nucleic acids [1,2,5,9,15–17,19]. Frequen-

cies corresponding to these interactions depend on the
averaged orientations of the interacting nuclei with re-

spect to the external magnetic field. Useful information

about relative orientations of submolecular fragments is

thus provided regardless of the through-bond or spatial

distance of the observed nuclei. Quantitative description

of the observed interactions can be expressed in terms of

two second rank tensors, one describing the spatial de-

pendence of the interactions and the other defining av-
eraged alignment of the studied molecule [10]. The

process of structure determination can be viewed as a

search for a matrix representing the first, geometry-re-
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lated, tensor in a single coordinate frame. The second

tensor is represented by the Saupe order matrix [8].

Two different approaches to incorporation of the

second rank tensor interactions have been proposed and

applied [15]. The first approach is based on the optimi-

zation of spatial coordinates defining the geometry-re-

lated matrix for the whole molecule. As pointed out by
Moltke and Grzesiek [10], a priori knowledge of the

order matrix is not required because such optimization

is a linear least squares problem with respect to the el-

ements of the order matrix. Nevertheless, principal val-

ues of the order matrix are usually determined prior to

structure refinement from the distribution of the mea-

sured data [3].

The other approach is based on decomposing the
studied macromolecule into smaller fragments of known

local geometry. Five independent elements of the Saupe

order matrix can be determined in a coordinate frame of

an individual fragment if at least five frequencies (e.g.,

dipolar coupling constants) are measured within the

fragment. As a result, a set of order matrices is obtained,

each expressed in local coordinate frame of the corre-
reserved.
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sponding fragment. Rotational matrices transforming
the individual coordinate systems into a common frame

are then searched for. Euler angles as arguments in the

individual rotational matrices define relative orienta-

tions of the individual fragments. The described proce-

dure represents a straightforward application of linear

algebra not requiring an elaborate structure refinement

protocol. However, it should be noted that several so-

lutions are obtained for each frequency set unless data
acquired in different aligning media are available. This

orientational degeneracy is a major limitation of using

the second rank tensor interactions in structure deter-

mination.

The latter approach can be applied to relatively large

fragments of size of protein domains or subunits [8]. The

large size of the fragments allows to exploit the most

easily measurable frequencies. For example, a large
number of one-bond 1H–13C and 1H–15N residual di-

polar couplings can be measured with high precision and

relatively uniform spatial distribution. On the other

hand, geometry of the large fragments, usually obtained

from X-ray diffraction data, might not be sufficiently

precise and/or accurate for the described procedure [8].

The uncertainty in the structure of individual frag-

ments may be eliminated by choosing small rigid frag-
ments of size of the peptide plane or the nucleic acid

bases [7,11]. Hus et al. [7] recently demonstrated the

power of this approach in a case when comparison of

the data measured in differently aligned phases helped to

remove the degeneracy of the determined Euler angles.

They showed that a protein backbone conformation can

be determined solely from the dipolar coupling data

acquired for individual peptide planes and tetrahedral
junctions of the a carbons.

However, the described use of very small fragments

presents certain difficulties. Reduction of the size of the

fragments also results in reduction of the number of

measurable frequencies. In the most common case of

using dipolar couplings, the structure determination

requires measurement of two-bond coupling constants

and one-bond coupling constants of nuclear pairs not
involving protons, in addition to the easily measurable

one-bond 1H–13C and 1H–15N couplings. Values of the

mentioned additional couplings (and often of the cor-

responding scalar couplings too) are much lower than

linewidths of the peaks in NMR spectra. Using small

fragments is thus more experimentally demanding.

Several pulse sequences were designed in order to mea-

sure small couplings in proteins and nucleic acids reli-
ably [14,18,20,21]. Nevertheless, the small couplings are

much more sensitive to experimental errors. Therefore,

the quality of the experimental data should be carefully

checked and only the reliable values used in structure

calculation.

As noted by Losonczi et al. [8], determination of the

order matrix by singular value decomposition also al-
lows the identification of the measured values of fre-
quencies that are not consistent with the remaining data.

Unreliable data can be identified by comparison with the

corresponding values back-calculated using the deter-

mined order matrix. This study presents a method for

identification of unreliable data prior to structural

analysis. The method is completely independent of the

order matrix and can be applied even in cases when the

complete order matrix cannot be determined.
2. Theory

Contributions of the kth second rank tensor interac-

tion to the nuclear Hamiltonian can be expressed in the

general form

Hk ¼ gk

X
k¼x;y;z

X
l¼x;y;z

Tk;klAk1;kAk2;l; ð1Þ

where the vectors ~AAk1 and ~AAk2 represent nuclear spin

operators or external magnetic field, Tk is the second

rank tensor describing the spatial dependence of the kth

interaction, and gk is the relevant interaction constant.

In the high-field and weak-coupling approximation,

contributions in the directions of the x and y axes of the

laboratory coordinate system are neglected. As the
tensor Tk is defined in a coordinate frame associated

with the local geometry of a particular molecular frag-

ment, the average Hamiltonian of the kth interaction

can be expressed as

hHki ¼ gkAk1;zAk2;z

X
m¼X ;Y ;Z

X
n¼X ;Y ;Z

SmnTk;mn; ð2Þ

where the Saupe order matrix S represents the time-av-

eraged transformation from the local coordinate frame

X , Y , Z, associated with the molecule undergoing a ro-

tational motion, to the laboratory coordinate frame x, y,
z, given by the static magnetic field.

The second rank tensor interactions can be observed

as resonance frequencies of transitions between spin

states j1i and j2i.

xk ¼ ck

X
m¼X ;Y ;Z

X
n¼X ;Y ;Z

SmnTk;mn; ð3Þ

where

ck ¼
gk

�h
ðh2jAk1;zAk2;zj2i � h1jAk1;zAk2;zj1iÞ: ð4Þ

Five independent elements of the order matrix can be
treated as vector elements Sj and Eq. (3) can be therefore

written as

xk

ck
¼

X5

j¼1

SjTkj: ð5Þ

Fundamental geometric relations limit the number of

frequencies xk that can be measured independently in a
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given fragment. Any frequency xl measured in addition
to the independent set of L frequencies xk ðk ¼ 1; . . . ; LÞ
may thus be expressed as a linear combination of L in-

dependent frequencies xk

xl

cl
¼

XL

k¼1

blk
xk

ck
: ð6Þ

Substituting Eq. (5) into Eq. (6) shows that the co-

efficients blk can be obtained by solving the matrix

equation

Tlj ¼
XL

k¼1

Tkjblk: ð7Þ

If the number of measured frequencies M is higher

than the number of independent frequencies L, internal
consistency of the measured frequencies can be tested

by checking whether the measured values correspond

to the expected linear combinations, as described by

Eq. (6).

In the case of a general, three-dimensional, spatial

orientation of the principal axes of T , two ways of

testing the internal consistency of the measured fre-

quencies are possible. The first approach utilizes the
fact that all five vector elements Sj can be determined if

five independent frequencies xk ðL ¼ 5Þ are measured

within the rigid fragment of a known geometry [8] and

if the matrix elements Tkj are known. Once the Saupe

order matrix elements are known, additional frequen-

cies xl can be predicted and compared to the experi-

mental values using Eq. (5). The other possibility is to

use Eq. (6) directly, without evaluating the vector ele-
ments Sj.

The situation is different in special cases, when the

number of independent frequencies L is reduced. For

example, only three independent frequencies ðL ¼ 3Þ can

be determined in the frequent case of residual dipolar

couplings measured in a planar molecular fragments.

Note that five Saupe order matrix elements Sj are still

needed to describe the time-averaged orientation of the
planar fragment in space. Since all five vector elements

Sj cannot be obtained from Eq. (5), the Saupe matrix

cannot be used to predict additional frequencies in the

planar fragments. However, the direct use of Eq. (6) is

still possible if more than three frequencies are measured

ðL > 3Þ. It can be thus concluded that the direct pre-

diction of the measured frequencies, based on Eqs. 6 and

7, is a general method of testing the internal consistency
of the measured frequencies, particularly important in

the case of the planar molecular fragments. Application

of the proposed method to the case of planar fragment is

treated in the following text.

Natural choice of the local coordinate system in the

mentioned case of planar fragments is such that the Z
axis is perpendicular to the plane. The kth row of the

matrix T is then given by the elements
Tk1 ¼ Tk;XX � Tk;ZZ ¼ 3 cos2 /k;

Tk2 ¼ Tk;YY � Tk;ZZ ¼ 3 sin2 /k;

Tk3 ¼ Tk;XY ¼ �3 sin /k cos /k;

Tk4 ¼ Tk;XZ ¼ 0;

Tk5 ¼ Tk;YZ ¼ 0;

ð8Þ

where /k is the the angle between the X axis and the

internuclear vector corresponding to the kth dipolar

coupling. The same definition applies to Tkj in the case of

axially-symmetric anisotropic component of the chemi-
cal shielding tensor r with its principal Y 0 axis perpen-

dicular to the plane, where /k is the the angle between X
axis and the principal Z 0 axis. The asymmetry parameter

gk, defined by the principal values jrk;Z0Z0 jP jrk;Y 0Y 0 jP
jrk;X 0X 0 j as

gk ¼
rk;X 0X 0 � rk;Y 0Y 0

rk;Z0Z0
; ð9Þ

has to be introduced in the case of asymmetric r. The

elements Tk1, Tk2, and Tk3 are then defined as

Tk1 ¼ 3 cos2 /k þ gkð1 þ sin2 /kÞ;
Tk2 ¼ 3 sin2 /k þ gkð1 þ cos2 /kÞ;
Tk3 ¼ �ð3 � gkÞ sin /k cos /k

ð10Þ

for Y 0 perpendicular to the plane of the fragment, as

Tk1 ¼ 3 cos2 /k � gkð1 þ sin2 /kÞ;
Tk2 ¼ 3 sin2 /k � gkð1 þ cos2 /kÞ;
Tk3 ¼ �ð3 þ gkÞ sin /k cos /k

ð11Þ

for X 0 perpendicular to the plane of the fragment, or as

Tk1 ¼ �3 � gkðcos2 /k � sin2 /kÞ;
Tk2 ¼ �3 þ gkðcos2 /k � sin2 /kÞ;
Tk3 ¼ 2gk sin /k cos /k

ð12Þ

for Z 0 perpendicular to the plane of the fragment, where

/k is the angle between the X and Y 0 axes.
3. Methods

The proposed method of testing internal consistency

of the measured data can be described in three steps. In

step 1, the measured frequencies are normalized with

respect to ck. The numerical values of ck for dipolar

ðcD
k Þ, anisotropic chemical shift ðcS

kÞ, and quadrupolar
contributions ðcQ

k Þ are given as [10]

cD
k ¼ � l0

8p
c1c2�h
r3

12

; ð13Þ

cS
k ¼ 1

3
c1B0Dr; ð14Þ

cQ
k ¼ �eQ

8�hIð2I � 1Þ VZ
0Z0 ; ð15Þ
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where c1 and c2 are the magnetogyric ratios of the in-
teracting nuclei, r12 is their distance, B0 is the external

magnetic field induction, Dr is the chemical shift an-

isotropy, eQ is the nuclear quadrupolar moment, I is the

nuclear spin quantum number, VZ0Z0 is the expectation

value of the electric field intensity gradient at the posi-

tion of the nucleus, l0 is the magnetic permeability of

vacuum, and �h is the Planck constant divided by 2p. In

step 2, L measured normalized frequencies Xk are se-
lected as a basis set. In step 3, expected values of the

remaining M � L normalized frequencies are calculated

according to Eq. (6). The coefficients blk are obtained by

solving Eq. (7).

When the set of expected frequencies calculated using

the selected basis is obtained, the algorithm returns to

step 2. A new basis set of L frequencies is selected and

steps 2 and 3 are repeated for all combinations of
measured frequencies defining all possible basis sets. The

described algorithm thus results in an array of

M !=L!ðM � LÞ! sets of calculated frequencies. However,

it should be emphasized that certain combinations of

experimental values may form basis sets that give errors

in the calculated frequencies much higher than errors in

the experimental values used as the basis sets. Such

combinations can be easily identified and discarded, as
described in Section 5. The number of used basis sets is

then lower than the number of possible combinations.

The result can be displayed graphically by plotting

the calculated expected frequencies as a function of the

selected basis sets. If all data are consistent, all calcu-

lated expected values of the lth frequency Xcalc
l are

found along a horizontal line drawn at the measured

value of Xexp
l . If one measured value Xexp

f is inconsistent
with the rest of experimental data, expected values of

frequencies Xcalc
l 6¼f, calculated from basis sets containing

the erroneous measured value Xexp
f , deviate from the

horizontal lines, and the horizontal line of calculated

expected Xcalc
f is shifted from the measured value of Xexp

f .
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Fig. 1. Comparison of calculated expected values of residual dipolar

couplings in guanine 3 of the DNA hairpin (symbols) with their

measured values (horizontal lines): 1DðC8H8Þ, circle and solid line,
2DðN7H8Þ, square and dashed line, 1DðN9C8Þ, diamond and dotted

line, and 2DðN9H8Þ, triangle and dash-and-dot line. Basis sets used for

calculation of individual expected couplings are indicated below the

plot. All couplings were normalized with respect to 1DðC8H8Þ.
4. Results

Application of the method is first demonstrated on

an example of planes of nucleic acid bases. The ex-

perimental data has been obtained in our laboratory

for a DNA minihairpin of the sequence d(GCGA

AGC), partially aligned using 20-mg/ml solution of

bacteriophage Pf1 [13,18]. In order to keep numerical

values of the normalized frequencies Xk in a conve-
nient range, data are expressed as residual dipolar

coupling constants (normalized to one type of cou-

pling) in this study. For example, four dipolar cou-

plings measured in guanine 3, 1DðC8H8Þ ¼ ð0:2 �
0:8Þ Hz, 2DðN7H8Þ ¼ ð0:1 � 0:2ÞHz, 1DðN9C8Þ ¼
ð0:6 � 0:2ÞHz, and 2DðN9H8Þ ¼ ð0:3 � 0:2ÞHz, were

normalized with respect to 1DðC8H8Þ, obtaining the
values of ð0:2 � 0:8ÞHz, ð�1:5 � 3:8ÞHz, ð�12:4 �
6:2ÞHz, and ð�5:8 ��3:8ÞHz, respectively. Fig. 1

shows the result of testing the listed residual dipolar

couplings in guanine 3. The plot in Fig. 1 contains

only one calculated expected coupling for each of the

four basis sets. Since the calculated values lay close to

the lines representing the measured values, the plot

validates the internal consistency of the measured

data. The internal consistency can be also expressed
quantitatively as the root mean square deviation of

the calculated couplings from their experimental val-

ues ðRMSDðXÞÞ. In the discussed case, RMSDðXÞ of

0.74 Hz was obtained. The fact that the achieved

RMSDðXÞ was lower than the normalized estimated

experimental errors, as listed above, indicated a very

good internal consistency of the residual dipolar

couplings measured in guanine 3. A set of four mea-
sured couplings ðM ¼ 4Þ represents the minimal

number of experimental data for which the internal

consistency can be checked. In this minimal case, the

method only shows whether the measured data are

internally consistent or not.

When more than four couplings are measured, it is

also possible to reveal which value is inconsistent with

the remaining data. Such identification of inconsistent
values is demonstrated in Fig. 2. Panel A contains the
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Fig. 3. Correlation of calculated and measured residual dipolar cou-

plings in adenine 4 before (A) and after (B) excluding the inconsistent

couplings.
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graphical output of testing seven residual dipolar cou-
plings measured in adenine 4. Four calculated values are

plotted for each basis set of three experimental values

that are indicated with the color-coded plus signs bellow

the plot. Note that basis sets containing at the same time

couplings 1DðC8H8Þ and 2DðN3H2Þ were omitted since

they correspond to nearly collinear vectors (the angle

between these two vectors was equal to 0.3� in the ad-

enine geometry used in this study). The number of fre-
quency sets is thus reduced from 35 to 25. Careful

inspection of the plot reveals that poor prediction of the

measured couplings was obtained when the basis set

contained 2DðN7H8Þ and/or 2DðN9H8Þ, indicated with

orange and cyan in the graph, respectively. In accor-

dance with this finding, the predicted values of the

mentioned couplings systematically deviated from their

measured values. The described analysis thus clearly
identifies two measured couplings (between nuclei N7–

H8 and N9–H8) that are inconsistent with the remaining

data. When the inconsistent couplings were excluded

from the tested set, all calculated values fell close to the

experimental data (Fig. 2B). Also RMSDðXÞ improved

from 15.2 to 0.94 Hz. The improvement of the correla-

tion between the experimental and the calculated cou-

plings after excluding the inconsistent data is shown in
Fig. 3.

The plane of the peptide bond represents the most

common example of a planar fragment in proteins.

Residual dipolar couplings measured in the peptide
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Fig. 2. Test of internal consistency of residual dipolar couplings in

adenine 4 of the DNA hairpin displayed as described in Fig. 1. Panels

A and B show the comparison of calculated and experimental values

before and after excluding the inconsistent couplings, respectively.

Symbols, lines, and labels of basis sets are color coded.
bond plane of human ubiquitin were tested using the

method proposed in this study. The experimental values

were taken from the data published by Ottiger and Bax

[12] for the charged phospholipid bicelles consisting of

cetyltrimethylammonium bromide, dimyristoyl-phos-

phatidylcholine, and dihexanoyl-phosphatidylcholine in

a molar ratio of 1:30:10. Internal consistency of four
couplings measured in the peptide bond plane ðM ¼ 4Þ
was tested in the same way as described for the DNA

bases. Instead of showing the graphical output of the

test for a single residue, correlation of the experimental

data with the predicted values is presented in Fig. 4. The

orientation of the relevant normalized internuclear

vectors in the peptide plane is schematically indicated

for each basis set in insets of Fig. 4. The plots contain
data for all residues where the complete quartet of di-

polar couplings was available. The correlation exhibits a

strong dependence on the spatial distribution of the in-

ternuclear vectors corresponding to the dipolar cou-

plings used as a basis set. It illustrates that attention

should be paid to the selection of basis sets used for

further data evaluation (the problem of the basis set

selection is treated in Section 5). The data plotted for
well-distributed basis set vectors (Panels A–C) show,

that most experimental values provided a good corre-

lation with the calculated expected values. Two values

that exhibited the worst correlation are labeled in the
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Fig. 4. Correlation of calculated and measured residual dipolar cou-

plings 2DðC0HNÞ (A), 1DðC0NÞ (B), 1DðNHNÞ (C), and 1DðCaC0Þ (D)

in peptide bond planes of ubiquitin. All couplings were normalized

with respect to 1DðNHNÞ. Relative orientation of the internuclear

vectors corresponding to the used basis set is shown as an inset in each

panel.
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plot. The basis set used in Panel D exhibited worse

correlation but the same inconsistent residues could be

still easily identified. The effect of excluding several

outliers present in the plots is more obvious when the
experimental data are extended by observing additional
second rank tensor interactions.

The use of second rank tensor interactions in struc-

ture determination is not limited to the most often used

residual dipolar couplings. Cornilescu and Bax [4] re-

ported values of chemical shift changes induced by

partial alignment, Dd, for 1H, 15N, and carbonyl 13C of

ubiquitin peptide bonds. As the Dd values were obtained

in the same type of aligning media as the residual di-
polar couplings discussed above, it was possible to test

the internal consistency between the chemical shift and

the dipolar coupling data. The small differences of the

degree of alignment were accounted for by rescaling the

measured couplings. The scaling factor was calculated as

an average ratio of the 1DðNHÞ values that were re-

ported both by Ottiger and Bax [12] and by Cornilescu

and Bax [4] (only the values of j1DðNHNÞj greater than
10 Hz were used). The expected Dd and dipolar coupling

values were then predicted for all acceptable combina-

tions of experimental values using the peptide bond

geometry and values of chemical shielding tensors re-

ported by Cornilescu and Bax [4] (selection of the ac-

ceptable basis sets is described in Section 5). Note that

the values of Dd were also expressed as apparent cou-

pling constants, obtained by multiplication of each Ddk

by the normalization factor of cB0cD
NHN=2pcS

k .

The values of Dd measured for three nuclei combined

with the four sets of residual dipolar couplings provide a

large array of data containing very detailed information

about structure. At least four values per residue were

available for 62 residues, providing the total number of

430 values. On the other hand, the correlation of the

measured and calculated expected values, shown in Fig.
5A, indicated that not all data were mutually consistent.

The correlation coefficient of 0.895 was obtained, nine

residues exhibited RMSDðXÞ greater than 10 Hz, and

additional 25 residues exhibited RMSDðXÞ in the range

from 5 to 10 Hz. The internal consistency of the dis-

cussed data was improved in two steps. In the first step,

12 experimental values systematically deviating from the

calculated predictions (average deviation larger than 10
Hz) were excluded. As a result, the number of calculated

values decreased from 6948 to 6127 and the correlation

coefficient increased from 0.895 to 0.939 (Fig. 5B). Al-

though the general correlation improved, the data still

contained inconsistent values (one residue with

RMSDðXÞ greater than 10 Hz and 25 residues with

RMSDðXÞ in the range from 5 to 10 Hz). In the second

step, the limit of the average deviation of the experi-
mental values was decreased from 10 to 5 Hz. Addi-

tional 38 experimental values were excluded in this step

and one residue (Val 70) had to be excluded completely

(only four experimental values were available for this

residue). The selection resulted in a further decrease of

the number of calculated values (to 4199) and in an

increase of the correlation coefficient to 0.988 (Fig. 5C).



Fig. 5. Correlation of calculated and measured values of residual di-

polar couplings and Dd in peptide bond planes of ubiquitin, normal-

ized with respect to 1DðNHNÞ. Individual plots contain the complete

set of experimental values (A), the experimental values without those

deviating from the calculated values by more than 10 Hz (B), and the

experimental values without those deviating from the calculated values

by more than 5 Hz (C).
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Only two residues exhibited RMSDðXÞ slightly exceed-

ing 5 Hz (5.80 and 5.03 Hz). In most cases, the excluded

values were chemical shift changes. Only two residual

dipolar couplings exhibited deviation larger than 10 Hz

ð2DðC0HNÞ of Ile 3 and Lys 29, cf. Fig. 4). Several ad-

ditional residual dipolar couplings deviated from their
predicted values by more than 5 Hz, namely 1DðNHNÞ
of Lys 29 and Leu 56, 1DðC0NÞ of Phe 44 and Asn 60,
1DðCaC0Þ of Leu 15, Lys 27, and Thr 55, and 2DðC0HNÞ
of Glu 64.

The result of the internal consistency test shows that

a significant improvement of the data quality can be

obtained at the expense of a negligible reduction in the
data amount. Although 12% of experimental values
were discarded, the real loss of information is much

lower because only three values are independent in

planar fragments. With the exception of one excluded

residue, the described procedure only represents dis-

carding outliers from statistical sets.
5. Discussion

The internal consistency of measured dipolar cou-

plings and chemical shift changes induced by partial

alignment was tested on two types of planar molecular

fragments (nucleic acid bases and peptide bond plane).

Application of the method to the planar fragments re-

quires that more than three experimental values are

obtained for each fragment. In most cases, five or more
values per fragment were available. It allowed to iden-

tify inconsistent items of data without loosing orienta-

tional information because discarding a single

inconsistent value only corresponds to reduction of the

data redundancy. Four experimental values were avail-

able for several fragments. In such cases, internal con-

sistency of the data could be still tested (see Fig. 1).

However, the complete set of four values had to be
discarded when the test of the internal consistency

failed, as it was in the case of Val 70 in ubiquitin. It

demonstrates that the proposed method is useful even if

the only data available are the dipolar couplings

(1DðNHNÞ, 1DðC0NÞ, 1DðCaC0Þ, and 2DðC0HNÞ). The

demanding measurements of the chemical shift changes

thus can be avoided at the price of loosing information

about those residues for which inconsistency in the data
was revealed.

Reliability of the proposed method depends on the

errors in the calculated expected frequencies. There are

two sources of random errors of the calculated values.

The first source are the experimental errors in the

measured frequencies. The second source are the errors

in parameters used to determine the coefficient blk,

namely atomic coordinates, principal values of the
shielding tensor, and its orientation with respect to the

local geometry. When the method is applied to residual

dipolar couplings measured in small fragments of

well-defined geometry, the latter contribution is negli-

gible compared to the experimental error in the mea-

sured couplings. The final error in a calculated expected

frequency �ðXcalc
l Þ is then mostly given by the experi-

mental errors �ðXexp
k Þ of L frequencies Xexp

k that are used
to calculate the expected value Xcalc

l 6¼k.

�ðXcalc
l Þ ¼ �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
XL

k¼1

ðblk�ðXexp
k ÞÞ2

vuut : ð16Þ

Two general conclusions can be drawn from Eq. (16).

First, the method exhibits better precision for planar
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fragments, where only three experimental errors ðL ¼ 3Þ
contribute to the final error, than for fragments of a

general shape with L ¼ 5. Second, the error in the cal-

culated frequency increases as the coefficients blk in-

crease. The second conclusion is important for

identifying and discarding basis sets that would lead to

calculation of expected values with very high error.

The most exact selection criterion is based on the

values of �ðXcalc
l Þ defined by Eq. (16). It is also useful to

define a general selection criterion that does not include

the actual values of experimental errors. For such pur-

pose, we introduce an experimental error propagation

parameter E as

E ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
XL

k¼1

ðblkÞ2

vuut : ð17Þ

The parameter E has a simple interpretation if one

experimental error �exp can be used for all measured

values. In such case, the error in the calculated values

is equal to E�exp. In order to get a clearer insight into

the error propagation, the definition of blk (Eq. (7))

can be expressed as a ratio of determinants
det T ðlkÞ= det T , where the matrix T is given by the

tensor elements of interactions used as the basis and

the matrix T ðlkÞ is obtained by replacing the kth row of

T with the corresponding tensor elements of the lth

interaction (Cramer�s rule). Obviously, combinations of

frequencies leading to small values of det T result in a

large increase of the experimental errors. For example,

it is the case if internuclear vectors corresponding to
residual dipolar couplings measured in a planar frag-

ment are collinear. For this reason, dipolar couplings

measured between nuclei C8–H8 and N3–H2 in ade-

nine could not be used in the same basis set as the

corresponding internuclear vectors are almost collinear

and det T approaches zero. It should be stressed that

the intolerable increase of error is not limited to the

extreme cases as discussed for the internuclear vectors
C8–H8 and N3–H2. It is therefore advisable to limit

the choice of basis sets to combinations of frequencies

that do not produce errors of calculated experimental

couplings too high compared to the range of the tested

values. On the other hand, setting the E threshold too

low should be avoided as well, as this would affect the

reliability of the test by reducing the number of pre-

dicted values.
The effect of the error magnification is clearly visible

in Fig. 4 where the correlation between the calculated

and the experimental residual dipolar couplings reflects

distribution of the internuclear vectors of individual

basis sets in the peptide bond plane (the values of the

parameter E in Panels A to D are 1.01, 1.63, 2.17, and

4.09, respectively). On the other hand, the same outliers

can be identified in all four panels. The use of a basis set
of E ¼ 4:09 is therefore still acceptable.
In order to illustrate how to set the threshold for
identifying the unacceptable basis sets, let us extend our

discussion from four measured residual dipolar cou-

plings to the full set of seven frequencies, tested in this

study (four dipolar couplings and three chemical shift

changes, M ¼ 7). While only one basis set can be used to

predict each value when only dipolar couplings are

considered ðM ¼ 4Þ, twenty basis sets can be used to

predict each Xcalc
l when M ¼ 7. Table 1 lists these basis

sets for Xcalc
1 ¼ 1DðCaC0Þ of ubiquitin residue Met 1, in

which all experimental values passed the test of internal

consistency (after the unacceptable basis sets were ex-

cluded). Therefore, the calculated values of Xcalc
1 , also

listed in Table 1, should not deviate too much from the

normalized experimental value of 1DðCaC0Þ, )16.9 Hz.

If we allow deviations DX1 in a range of �7:2 Hz, cor-

responding to approximately �10% of the range of all
normalized measured frequencies ()35.1 Hz to

+36.2 Hz, see Fig. 5), only two values of Xcalc
1 exceed the

limits. Similar results were obtained for the other six

frequencies (data not shown). The lowest value of E
leading to a deviation of Xcalc

l larger than 7.2 Hz from

the experimental value (DX7 ¼ �14:5Hz for DdðNÞ) was

found to be E ¼ 8:7 (data not shown). The threshold for

discarding unacceptable basis sets should be therefore
lower than E ¼ 8:7, but it should not be too low as it

would exclude too many basis sets. Based on these

considerations, we set the threshold to E ¼ 5 when

testing internal consistency of the ubiquitin data in this

study. As a result, the basis sets had to be excluded only

in 14 out of 140 calculations (when all seven experi-

mental values were available). Note that a particular

basis set may give E < 5 when used to calculate one
predicted frequency but the same basis set may give

E > 5 when used to calculate another frequency. It is

thus not necessary to exclude such basis sets from cal-

culating all four ðM � LÞ remaining frequencies.

The described selection of the acceptable basis sets,

based on the parameter E, does not depend on the actual

values of experimental errors. As the estimated errors

were available for the data used in this study, �ðXcalc
l Þ

should provide another, and more exact, criterion for

the basis set selection. However, when the �ðXcalc
l Þ

threshold was set so that the root mean square of the

calculated and experimental error was equal to 7.2 Hz,

corresponding to �10% of the experimental range, three

of the accepted basis sets resulted in larger than 20%

deviations of Xcalc
l from the experimental values

(jDXlj > 14:3Hz, see basis set 4 5 6 in Table 1). When
the selection limit based on �ðXcalc

l Þ was lowered to 5 Hz,

corresponding to �7% of the experimental range, 14

predicted values were discarded, 10 of them being

identical to those excluded using E ¼ 5 as a threshold.

After excluding the unacceptable basis sets according to

the lowered threshold, reasonable results of testing the

internal consistency of the measured frequencies were



Table 1

Analysis of error propagation

Basis set

k1 k2 k3 b1k1
b1k2

b1k3
E Xcalc

1 �ðXcalc
1 Þ DX1

2 3 4 )3.0 2.2 1.8 4.1 )18.7 6.8 )1.8

2 3 5 )0.5 )0.4 )0.9 1.1 )18.0 1.0 )1.1

2 3 6 )1.5 0.8 )0.9 1.9 )20.2 3.5 )3.2

2 3 7 )1.6 1.6 1.2 2.5 )17.2 3.7 )0.3

2 4 5 )0.9 0.3 )0.8 1.2 )18.1 1.9 )1.2

2 4 6 )0.7 )1.0 )1.4 1.8 )21.0 1.8 )4.1

2 4 7 1.9 )4.5 4.3 6.5 -13.3 4.6 3.6

2 5 6 )0.8 )0.6 )0.3 1.1 )18.8 1.9 )1.8

2 5 7 )0.7 )0.7 0.3 1.0 )17.8 1.6 )0.9

2 6 7 )1.5 )1.7 )1.2 2.6 )23.1 3.5 )6.2

3 4 5 )0.9 )0.3 )1.1 1.5 )17.8 0.5 )0.9

3 4 6 )0.7 )1.9 )1.8 2.7 )21.7 1.2 )4.8

3 4 7 0.9 )2.0 2.6 3.4 )15.4 1.0 1.5

3 5 6 )0.9 )1.3 0.4 1.7 )17.1 0.6 )0.2

3 5 7 )1.2 )1.3 )0.5 1.9 )18.3 0.7 )1.4

3 6 7 )18.5 )21.9 )29.0 40.8 -92.0 19.1 )75.1

4 5 6 )7.6 4.0 )8.3 12.0 -35.7 5.1 )18.8

4 5 7 )1.2 )0.5 1.3 1.9 )16.6 0.5 0.3

4 6 7 )2.0 )1.0 1.2 2.5 )18.9 0.8 )2.0

5 6 7 )1.4 1.6 1.6 2.6 )13.0 1.1 3.9

Note. Propagation of error is shown for calculating X1 ¼ 1DðCaC0Þ of ubiquitin Met 1 from basis sets constituted of three of the following

normalized frequencies Xk: k ¼ 2, 2DðC0HNÞ; k ¼ 3, 1DðC0NÞ; k ¼ 4, 1DðNHNÞ; k ¼ 5, DdðC0Þ; k ¼ 6, DdðHNÞ; and k ¼ 7, DdðNÞ. The normalized

experimental value of 1DðCaC0Þ was Xexp
1 ¼ ð�16:9 � 0:9ÞHz, while the experimental values of the remaining normalized frequencies were

Xexp
2 ¼ ð13:3 � 2:2ÞHz, Xexp

3 ¼ ð21:9 � 0:6ÞHz, Xexp
4 ¼ ð�15:5 � 0:2Þ Hz, Xexp

5 ¼ ð2:6 � 0:1ÞHz, Xexp
6 ¼ ð19:7 � 0:6ÞHz, and Xexp

7 ¼ ð�25:6 � 0:3ÞHz.

DX1 is defined as Xcalc
1 � Xexp

1 . Values of E and �ðXcalc
1 Þ that exceeded the limits of E ¼ 5 and �ðXcalc

1 Þ ¼ 7:1Hz are highlighted.
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achieved. The same inconsistent values were excluded

using the threshold of �ðXcalc
l Þ ¼ 5Hz or of E ¼ 5 (data

not shown), with one exception. The predicted value of

�ðXcalc
7 Þ for DdðNÞ calculated from DdðHNÞ, DdðC0Þ, and

1DðNHNÞ was still below the limit (3.8 Hz) but the

values of DdðNÞ calculated using this basis set deviated

by more than 10 Hz from their experimental values in

almost all residues. The mentioned basis set had to be
excluded when calculating Xcalc

7 in spite of its low �ðXcalc
7 Þ

in order to avoid false outliers. The problems of using

�ðXcalc
l Þ probably reflect that the errors in the coefficients

blk (Eq. (16)) were neglected and possibly that some

experimental errors in the published data [4], especially

those of the chemical shift changes, had been underes-

timated.

The comparison of two selection criteria, as presented
above, leads to an important conclusion. The good

performance of the method using the general criterion

(parameter E) to select acceptable basis sets shows that

the internal consistency of the measured values can be

checked even when their experimental errors were not

properly determined.

In addition to the discussed random errors, system-

atic errors can also affect the calculated expected fre-
quencies. The systematic errors have been investigated

for the most commonly used case of the residual dipolar

couplings. The influence of the systematic experimental

errors depends on the accuracy of methods used to
measure the residual dipolar couplings. The coefficients

bkl may also introduce systematic errors if the used ge-

ometry does not correspond to the real shape of the

fragment. Due to the discussed advantages of planar

bodies, deviations from the planarity of such fragments

are of special interest. In order to evaluate how a devi-

ation of one internuclear vector from the plane of a

fragment affects calculation of the corresponding cou-
pling, it is useful to express Eq. (3) in the principal order

frame of the tensor S, using spherical coordinates h and

/ [3,10]

xk ¼
ckSz0z0

4
½ð3 cos 2h þ 1Þ � gðcos 2h � 1Þ cos 2/; ð18Þ

where the asymmetry parameter g is defined as

ðSx0x0 � Sy0y0 Þ=Sz0z0 and prime indicates principal values of

the alignment tensor. It follows from Eq. (18) that the

calculated values are most sensitive to angular changes

of h for h ¼ �p=4. Assuming that a molecular fragment

is oriented so that a calculated coupling xk is most

sensitive to deviations of the corresponding vector from

the plane of the fragment, the change of the calculated
coupling induced by rotation of the vector out of the

plane can be expressed as

Dxk ¼ � ckSz0z0
4

ð3 � g cos 2/Þ sin 2Dh; ð19Þ

where Dh is the angle between the internuclear vector

and the plane of the fragment. Fig. 6 shows the impact
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Fig. 6. Dependence of expected value of residual dipolar coupling

calculated for a presumably planar fragments on deviation of the

corresponding internuclear vector from the plane of the fragment.
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of the out-of-plane deviations for several asymmetry

parameters in the most sensitive orientation. The plot

indicates that relatively moderate deviations from pla-

narity may significantly affect the test if the molecular
fragment is present in the most sensitive orientation. It is

worthy to note that measurements of three-bond scalar

couplings suggested that the root mean square deviation

of the torsion angle x are smaller than 5�, with the av-

erage value of 0 � 8� and 1 � 7� in a-helical and b-sheet

residues, respectively [6]. Such deviations are likely to

introduce observable errors but not to deteriorate the

proposed test of the internal consistency.
6. Conclusions

The described method allows to test measured values

of the second rank tensor interactions in partially

aligned biomacromolecules. If the number of frequen-

cies measured in a rigid fragment of the molecule is
larger than the number of linearly dependent frequencies

(three for a planar fragment), it is possible to assess

whether the measured values are consistent with one

another (and with the geometry of the fragment). The

information about the internal consistency is useful

when deciding which experimental data can be used in

reliable structure calculations. The test requires only

sufficient number of experimental data and a knowledge
of local spatial dependence of the observed interactions

(such as local geometry in the case of residual dipolar

couplings or principal values and orientation of shield-

ing tensor in the case of anisotropic contributions to the

chemical shift). No information about alignment of the

studied molecule is required. The method is best suited

for planar fragments and has been successfully tested on

residual dipolar couplings and anisotropic chemical
shifts obtained for protein peptide bonds and nucleic

acid bases.
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